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A quasi-optical technique for characterizing micromachined waveguides is demonstrated with wideband timeresolved terahertz spectroscopy. A transfer-function representation is adopted for the description of the relation between the signals in the input and output port of the waveguides. The time-domain responses were
discretized, and the waveguide transfer function was obtained through a parametric approach in the z domain
after describing the system with an autoregressive with exogenous input model. The a priori assumption of
the number of modes propagating in the structure was inferred from comparisons of the theoretical with the
measured characteristic impedance as well as with parsimony arguments. Measurements for a precision
WR-8 waveguide-adjustable short as well as for G-band reduced-height micromachined waveguides are presented. © 2003 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 230.7370, 300.6270, 350.4010, 320.5540, 310.6870.

1. INTRODUCTION
At microwave frequencies, measurements of the scattering parameters, attenuation coefﬁcients, and characteristic impedances of waveguide components are performed
with four- or six-port network analyzers.1–5 In such measurements, the most common calibration item is the precision air–dielectric coaxial transmission line or air line,
although some calibration techniques have also been described with an attenuator as a calibration item.6–10
Network analyzers are calibrated with at least three
known terminations, and the characteristic impedance is
conventionally determined with reference to a standard
impedance line. In two-port network analyzers, throughreﬂect-line or line-reﬂect-line measurements,11,12 in
which the line standard is placed between the two ports,
0740-3224/2003/020391-11$15.00

are used for calibration purposes, whereas in reﬂectometers, air lines in conjunction with terminations as calibration items are used. However, as the frequency is increased to 100 GHz, very few manufacturers can provide
vector measurement capability, the waveguide samples
become smaller, and the repeatability of the measurement becomes increasingly dependent on the ability of the
user to couple sufﬁcient power to the waveguide ports and
to accurately measure the power ratios between the analyzer’s ports under different calibration conditions.13–15
Furthermore, the manufacture of precision reference terminations becomes difﬁcult. At these higher frequencies,
a quasi-optical approach for building instruments with
high-density polyethylene lenses and mirrors that control
the diffractive spreading of the beam offers signiﬁcant ad© 2003 Optical Society of America
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vantages such as very low loss, multioctave operation,
and noncontact coupling to the test ports.16–18
Generally, it is possible to quasi-optically measure the
scattering matrix (S parameters) of a two-port device under single-mode excitation with a null-balance bridge reﬂectometer and a de-embedding procedure.19 Because
the position of the focusing elements in a quasi-optical instrument must remain ﬁxed during a set of measurements, as would be necessary to measure a range of waveguide lengths, the distance between the feed antennas,
and consequently the degree of coupling to the test
beams, would be different for each test piece, causing an
error in the measured S parameters. Therefore a transmissometer cannot be implemented, and a reﬂectometer
in conjunction with a one-port de-embedding procedure is
used. This approach implies that the only requirement is
ensuring that a constant separation and alignment is
maintained between the reﬂectometer test port and the
feed antenna on each test piece. Each one-port test piece
is a length of waveguide terminated in a short and connected to the reﬂectometer by a two-port device consisting
of a further length of waveguide, the feed antenna, and
any additional optics necessary to improve coupling between the reﬂectometer and the feed antenna.
In a previous study,20 we used a continuous-wave (cw)
broadband source coupled to a polarizing Martin–Puplett
dispersive Fourier-transform spectrometer (DFTS) operated in reﬂectance mode to measure the characteristic impedance in waveguides when these were shorted at different lengths. The limited signal-to-noise ratio of our
system, however, did not permit us to report propagationconstant measurements at that time. Time gating was
used to separate the individual reﬂection signatures of
the device under test from those of the antenna–lens system which formed the measurement port of the spectrometer. The procedure is equivalent to the frequencysweeping process with a vector network analyzer, the only
difference being that it is performed directly in the time
domain, and thus the need for the extra Fourier transform necessary for time gating is obviated. Furthermore,
the use of two known waveguide lengths, with the shortest length used to provide a background interferogram,
implies that the whole process is directly referenced to
the impedance of free space provided by the reference arm
in the interferometric spectrometer and that no other reference calibration standard is required. In this paper, in
order to circumvent the limited power output of the
mercury-arc lamp used in cw DFTS, an alternative quasioptical technique for characterizing terahertz (THz) micromachined waveguides21 is proposed using identical
waveguides of different lengths and wideband coherent
terahertz spectroscopy. Our one-port approach differs
from the two-port approach reported by Grischowski’s
group.22–27
A difﬁculty that arises when conventional time-domain
terahertz spectroscopy is used for the characterization of
waveguides intended for operation near 100 GHz is that
most of the power output from the wideband pulsed
source occurs at frequencies (e.g., 1–3 THz) where the
waveguide can support a number of modes. The power
output over the single-mode bandwidth of the waveguide
is often rather low, leading to a poor signal-to-noise ratio
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there. At frequencies where multimode propagation can
occur, a meaningful analysis is only possible if the extent
to which each waveguide mode has been excited is known.
This paper introduces a combination of wavelet-ﬁltering
and system-identiﬁcation techniques to improve the
signal-to-noise ratio and to characterize the multimode
propagation.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experimental setup for generating and detecting THz
radiation is shown in Fig. 1. A 76-MHz repetition-rate
mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser producing optical pulses
with durations of ⬃140 fs is used to resonantly excite
(with an excitation power of 270 mW) the lowest interband transitions of an InGaAs emitter that is located at
the focal point of a parabolic reﬂector.28,29,30 The optical
pulse generates an electron–hole plasma, and the accelerated carriers generate a pulse of THz radiation that is
horizontally polarized along the direction of the surface
ﬁeld of the InGaAs emitter. THz pulses emitted by the
photoconductive element are transmitted through a vertical 10-m center-to-center spacing free-standing
tungsten-wire polarizing beam-splitter grid. The propagating THz beam, which has a Gaussian transverse amplitude distribution, is focused by the second parabolic
mirror to feed at normal incidence, in a copolar manner,
the open port of the waveguide under test. The optics are
designed to give frequency-independent coupling at the
test port. The function of the second polarizing grid at
⫹45° with respect to the horizontal is to ensure that only
the linearly polarized component of the pulse at ⫺45°
with respect to the horizontal is transmitted. Upon 180°
reﬂection at the backshort, the modiﬁed terahertz pulse
exits the waveguide and is retransmitted through the 45°
grid in a time-reversed manner, the vertically polarized
component being reﬂected by the vertical grid and focused
with a parabolic mirror to a time-gated (28-mW gatepower, 1-A photocurrent) ion-implanted silicon-onsapphire photoconductive dipole antenna.31 Such a conﬁguration permits measurements to be performed at
exactly normal incidence (with respect to the azimuth) to
the device under test, which is important in order to prevent measurement artifacts that can occur when a
slightly divergent input and output beam conﬁguration is
used. Additionally, the high cross-polar levels originating from the focusing action of the paraboloids are suppressed to levels governed by the cross-polar performance
of the grids, in order to allow a precise analysis of polarization dependencies. However, there is a power penalty,
as only 1/4 of the emitted THz power is used for the measurements. An interesting feature of the experimental
setup is that the Ti:sapphire laser pulses used to excite
the photoconductive switch are in the visible part of the
spectrum and co-propagate with the THz beam. This ensures that the focal point of the paraboloid, which is similar for both the visible and the THz pulses, can be easily
identiﬁed. This proves useful for an initial coarse alignment of the test piece with the THz beam. Further optimization of the coupling between the waveguide structures under test and the THz E-ﬁeld was ensured by
minimizing the magnitude of the reﬂected pulse at the en-
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trance of the structure. A microscope ﬁtted with a vernier scale in the eyepiece and a ﬁve-axis translational/
rotational stage were used for the ﬁnal alignment
procedure. The procedure ensured high repeatability in
the measurements.
One sequence of measurements was performed on a
commercially available precision WR-8 waveguideadjustable short.
The time-domain interferograms
shown in Fig. 2(a), corresponding to ﬁve different positions of the adjustable backshort at 1-mm spacings, were
recorded with a lock-in ampliﬁer ( ⫽ 300 ms) after coav-

Fig. 4. Copolar far-ﬁeld patterns for the integrated antenna at
197 GHz.

Fig. 1.

Experimental setup for waveguide characterization.

Fig. 2. (a) Time-domain reﬂection signatures for ﬁve different
WR-8 waveguide lengths 1 mm apart and (b) for four reducedheight micromachined waveguides 5 g , 6 g , 7 g , and 8 g long.

eraging three scans (1000 measurements per step with
100-ms wait states). The small oscillations at 0 mm in
Fig. 2(a) are due to the impedance mismatch between the
waveguide and free space. Use of an adjustable short to
provide different test waveguide lengths ensured that a
constant degree of coupling was maintained between the
THz beam and the test piece throughout the measurement sequence.
In another sequence of measurements, the timedomain signatures for four lengths of G-band (140–220
GHz) 1300  m ⫻ 80 m micromachined21 reducedheight waveguide were recorded [Fig. 2(b)] after sequentially placing them at the test port of the interferometer
with the alignment procedure described earlier. The test
pieces, which differed from each other by a unit length of
1.83 mm, were coupled to the beam with nominally identical integrated reduced-height slotted horn antennas
ﬂared in the H plane. The cutting of an exponentially tapered slot from the upper surface of the basic H plane sectoral horn (Fig. 3) resulted in a design that did not suffer
the disadvantage of a restricted aperture height. Although the design implied that the beam would be astigmatic, adjustment of the horn parameters (ﬂare angle, aperture width, slot angle, and position of the slot apex
relative to the start of the horn ﬂare) had been performed
to produce a pattern with reasonable E- and H-plane
beam widths. The far-ﬁeld pattern of this antenna has
been previously characterized in the 150–200-GHz frequency range (single-mode operation), showing an elevation of 34° at the E plane for optimal coupling (Fig. 4).
The THz pulse produced by the photoconductive antenna
has frequency components up to 3 THz.

3. SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION WITH AN
AUTOREGRESSIVE WITH EXOGENOUS
INPUT MODEL
Fig. 3. Photograph of micromachined waveguide with antennas
at both ends.

The use of parametric models to obtain a ﬁltered version
of the Fourier-transformed signal has been already re-
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ported in the past.32–34 In this paper, however, we propose the use of a parametric input/output model and an
identiﬁcation procedure to obtain the frequency response
of a waveguide test piece. Ratioing the measured spectra
U( j  ) and Y( j  ) for the shorter (one-unit length) and
longer (two-unit lengths) waveguides, respectively, should
result in the effective complex insertion loss function
H( j  ) for a unit-length d (double-pass) waveguide with a
180° phase shift due to the reﬂection at the backshort.
This can be interpreted in the following manner. With
reference to Fig. 5, let P( j  ) be the Fourier transform of
the excitation pulse, which is supposed to be the same for
all experiments. This is a reasonable assumption, since
signals acquired with a lock-in technique are coaveraged
after several pulses, thus reducing the effect of pulse-topulse variability. In addition, let G 1 ( j  ) and G 2 ( j  ) be
the frequency responses of the antenna section coupling
the pulse into the shorter and longer waveguides, respectively. Since the antenna–waveguide structure is a reciprocal device, it is possible to write
U共 j 兲 ⫽ H共 j 兲G1 共 j 兲P共 j 兲,

(1)

Y 共 j  兲 ⫽ H 2共 j  兲 G 22共 j  兲 P 共 j  兲 .

(2)

2

Such a model formulation is valid as long as the electrical
size of the antenna tapers slowly, ensuring a smooth transition between the waveguide structure and free space, or
can be gated out, so that Fabry–Perot effects of the reﬂected pulse need not be taken into account (Appendix A).
This is usually the case when either the structure is nondispersive or when the structure is long enough. Close
inspection of the time-domain signatures in Fig. 2 showed
that this formulation was adequate for our data set, since
if there were such Fabry–Perot effects in the devices under test, multiple reﬂection signatures of gradually lower
magnitude would have been identiﬁable at distances
given from 4n̄d/c (where n̄ is the effective refractive index of the waveguide structure of length d assuming multimode propagation and c is the speed of light in vacuum).
Ratioing Y( j  ) with U( j  ) after assuming that the difference between G 1 ( j  ) and G 2 ( j  ) is negligible, yields
H( j  ), that is
H共 j 兲 ⫽

Y共 j 兲
U共 j 兲

.

(3)

Notice that the complex insertion loss H( j  ) can be regarded as the frequency response of a linear system that
produces an output y(t) for an input u(t), where y and u
are the measured time-domain responses. In this man-

Fig. 5. Backshorted micromachined reduced-height waveguide
structures of different lengths coupled to exponentially ﬂared antenna structure, as used for the experiments.

ner, it is possible to obtain H( j  ) through a parametric
approach, in which the system is described by an autoregressive with exogenous input (ARX) model of the form
y 关 k 兴 ⫹ a 1 y 关 k ⫺ 1 兴 ⫹ ... ⫹ a n a y 关 k ⫺ n a 兴
⫽ b 1u 关 k ⫺ n k兴 ⫹ b 2u 关 k ⫺ n k ⫺ 1 兴
⫹ ... ⫹ b n b u 关 k ⫺ n k ⫺ n b ⫹ 1 兴 ⫹ ⑀ 关 k 兴 ,

(4)

where y 关 k 兴 is the response measured at time kT s and

兵 a 1 ,..., a n a , b 1 ,..., b n b 其 are model coefﬁcients, n a is the
number of poles (equivalent to the system order), (n b
⫺ 1) is the number of zeros, n k is a pure time delay, and
⑀ 关 k 兴 is a residual, which is to be minimized by the identiﬁcation process. Hence H( j  ) can be obtained from
the discretized z-domain transfer function H(z) given by
H共 z 兲 ⫽

Y共 z 兲
U共 z 兲

⫽ z ⫺n k

⫽z

N共 z 兲
D共 z 兲

⫺n k

b 1 ⫹ b 2 z ⫺1 ⫹ ... b n b z ⫺n b ⫹1
1 ⫹ a 1 z ⫺1 ⫹ ... a n a z ⫺n a

.

(5)

The frequency response can be obtained from the
z-domain transfer function by making z ⫽ exp( jTs),
where T s is the sampling time (27 fs for the backshort
data and 3.6 fs for the micromachined waveguide data).
It is well known in linear-systems theory that the roots of
D(z) [termed poles of H(z)] are associated with the
modes of the system. The roots of N(z) [termed zeros of
H(z)] are associated with the weights of each TEmn mode
in the overall response of the system (n ⫹ m modes in total). In addition, H(z) can be expanded (Appendix B) in
the following partial fractions form:
n⫹m

H 共 z 兲 ⫽ z ⫺n k

兺

i⫽1

wi

1 ⫹ f i z ⫺1
1 ⫹ c i1 z ⫺1 ⫹ c i2 z ⫺2

,

(6)

where n ⫹ m ⫽ n a /2 [since the order of the denominator
of H(z) is n a and there are n ⫹ m terms in the expansion, each one with a second order denominator]. Each
partial fraction describes a propagating mode inside the
waveguide. The ith mode will have weight w i , a resonant frequency of oscillation  ni , and a damping ratio  i
given by the roots of the polynomial in the ith denominator. It is worth noting that this is the minimal representation needed to describe a mode, since the ﬁrst-order
term in the numerator of the partial fraction will account
for the cut-on effect in the frequency domain, whereas the
second-order term in the denominator will ensure that
the response is attenuated at high frequencies. For modeling parsimony, no extra zeros or poles are incorporated
in the description of each mode. Parameters a i and b i
can be obtained by minimizing the mean-square value of
the residual ⑀ 关 k 兴 over the time horizon used for identiﬁcation (Appendix C), with a least-squares procedure.
When choosing the order of the model (that is, n a ), one
can make an assumption on the number of modes that are
propagating in the structure. It is convenient to make n b
equal to n a (n a ⭓ n b always for a causal system), which is
the most general formulation for a given number of
modes. The value of n k can be accurately estimated after
observing the time-domain signatures as recorded by setting the calibrated delay line of the spectrometer from
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(7)

Careful observation of Eq. (5) above shows that it is
equivalent to the more familiar equation of the complex
insertion loss Ĥ(  ) in dispersive Fourier-transform
spectrometry35:
Ĥ 共 j  兲 ⫽ H 共  兲 exp关 ⫺j  共  兲兴 ,

(8)

where  (  ) ⫽ z ⫺n k 兩 z⫽exp( jTs) . The theoretical cut-off
wavelength  c for each TEmn mode that excites the rectangular waveguide structures is calculated from the
known waveguide dimensions a, b by36
 c mn ⫽

冑

2 冑ab
m2

b
a

⫹ n2

.

(9)

a
b

The guide wavelength  g inside the waveguide can then
be calculated for each mode from  g mn ⫽ /(1
⫺ / c mn ) 1/2, where  is the wavelength in free space.
The theoretical phase delay at each frequency for each
mode is  mn ⫽  ⫹ 2  2d/ g mn , where the length 2d corresponds to a double-pass measurement and the factor 
arises from the reﬂection of the incident wave from the
backshort in the waveguide. In order to calculate the
overall phase, vectorial addition was performed for all the
propagating modes inside the waveguide. Since each
mode is attenuated to a different degree, its contribution
must be weighted by a weight w i and the attenuation constant ␣:

Fig. 6. (a) Consecutive phase measurements with the ﬁrst backshort position (1 mm) used as a background interferogram and
backshort positions at 2 mm, 3 mm, 4 mm, and 5 mm treated as
samples; (b) phase measurements for reduced-height micromachined waveguides with the 5 g sample used for the background
interferogram and consecutive lengths as samples. Dashed
curves represent simulated results assuming the TE10 mode only
propagating through the structure.

m⫹n

H共 j 兲 ⫽

兺

w i 兵 exp关 ⫺␣ i 共  兲 2d 兴 exp关 j  i 共  兲兴 其 . (10)

i⫽1

Figure 6(a) is a plot of the measured and theoretical
phase differences ⌬  m and ⌬  th , respectively, for the ﬁve
different WR-8 waveguide samples with the shortest
sample as the zero phase reference and the consecutive
waveguide lengths as samples. It can be observed that
the measured slope for each consecutive waveguide
length is an integral multiple of the slope of the shorter
waveguide. The same procedure was followed for the
reduced-height micromachined waveguides [Fig. 6(b)],
where a unit length of 5 g was used for the background
interferogram and successive waveguide lengths of 6 g ,
7 g , and 8 g have been used as samples. This is in good
agreement with the theoretical calculations, showing that
the focused THz pulse couples well to the test port and excites the fundamental TE10 mode. This is a consequence
of the focusing action of the parabolic reﬂector that preferentially couples to the TE10 mode as well as the ﬁltering
action of the grid to the modes that have a cross-polar
component. Such a conclusion is further supported from
calculations of theoretical phase delay assuming all
modes up to 3 THz propagate through the structures and
that there is equal power in each mode that deviates from
the experimental values. The theoretical calculations
imply that most of the power is distributed among two
modes, and thus a fourth-order model should be adopted
for the backshort experiment. In a similar manner, a

sixth-order model corresponding to three waveguide
modes was adopted for the analysis of the micromachined
waveguide data.
Careful examination of the phase velocity of the received signal for the WR-8 short as well as for the micromachined waveguides shows that the propagation of THz
pulses inside the waveguide is almost dispersion free
within the bandwidth of the excitation pulse, indicating
that the micromachining technique employed in the construction of the waveguides is capable of producing internal waveguide surfaces with sufﬁciently ﬁne tolerances to
support frequencies well above 200 GHz. Such results
are also in good agreement with the high-quality surface
ﬁnish observed in TEM pictures.21 It is worth noting
that most recently,25 Grischkowsky’s group has also observed dispersion-free propagation of THz pulses in waveguide structures.
The a priori assumption on the number of modes propagating in the structure, as well as the hypothesis of exponential decay of each mode (energy dissipation), implies
that the ARX model has a low-pass ﬁltering effect in the
original data set. This implies that using a parametric
model to represent the waveguide has the added advantage of reducing the number of coefﬁcients that need to be
obtained. In fact, the process of ratioing spectra to obtain the complex insertion loss corresponds to identifying
N/2 complex-valued Fourier coefﬁcients, whereas in the
identiﬁcation procedure, only n a ⫹ n b real-valued param-
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eters are involved. This reduction in the number of descriptive elements results in an improvement in the conﬁdence of the estimation, since the ratio between the
number of experimental data to the number of unknowns
increases. A parallel can be traced to the improvement
in the signal-to-noise ratio that is enjoyed when the number of spectral bins is decreased with boxcar ﬁltering. In
this sense, the identiﬁcation procedure can be regarded as
a ﬁltering process, which reduces the number of features
to be estimated.

4. WAVELET-TRANSFORM FILTERING
Before the identiﬁcation procedures, the signals were
mean centered, and the wavelet transform was used for
ﬁltering. For this purpose, a decomposition with the db4
mother wavelet37,38 with two scale levels was employed
(Fig. 7). The wavelet transform of the discrete signal
representing the reﬂection signatures in the time domain
f(t) with N points was written as
N⫺1

Wf 共 a, b 兲 ⫽

兺

f 共 t 兲  a,b 共 t 兲 ,

(11)

t⫽0

where the wavelet function  a,b (t) was built from a
mother wavelet function  (t):

 a,b 共 t 兲 ⫽

1

冑a



冉 冊
t⫺b
a

,

(12)

where subscript a 苸 R * is now the ‘‘scale’’ (or ‘‘dilation’’)
that determines the width of the wavelet and subscript
b 苸 R deﬁnes the position of the wavelet in time. Parameters a and b were discretized in the following manner: a ⫽ 2 j , b ⫽ j2 k , where j and k are integer numbers.
The transform result yields the discrete

Fig. 7. Block diagram of the wavelet-transform ﬁltering procedure. h d and g d are low-pass and high-pass decomposition ﬁlters, respectively, whereas h r and g r are their reconstruction
counterparts.

Fig. 8. (a) Original time-domain signature of the backshort and
(b) the wavelet-transform ﬁltered signal.

wavelet-transform coefﬁcients, which are indexed by j
(scale level) and k (translation index). A threshold of
0.01 times the largest wavelet coefﬁcient was adopted in
the ﬁltering procedure, and the inverse wavelet transform
was then employed. The effect of such ﬁltering is shown
in Fig. 8. The fast wavelet transform was implemented
according to Mallat’s ﬁlter-bank algorithm.39 Wavelet ﬁltering was preferred because it is known to yield better
results than conventional ﬁlters (such as boxcar, moving
average, Fourier, or dynamic ﬁlters) when the frequency
content of the signal changes with time.40–43 This is the
case in our experiments, where some waveguide modes
die out quicker than others.

5. RESULTS
The System Identiﬁcation Toolbox of Matlab 5.3 was used
to obtain models in the form of Eq. (4). Figure 9(a) shows
the insertion loss of a unit-length waveguide (as calculated by the ARX model) after ratioing the spectra obtained with the backshort adjusted to 3 mm with that at 2
mm. These results are similar to those obtained after ratioing spectra with the backshort positioned at 5 and 4
mm, respectively. Results corresponding to the effective
insertion loss due to two unit lengths of waveguide are
also shown. Taking into account the conﬁdence levels
(one sigma) of the identiﬁcation procedure, the results
shown in Fig. 9(b) are in agreement with the requirement
that the measured insertion loss for a two-unit length
waveguide should be equal to the squared value of that of
a single-unit waveguide. The measured time-domain response and the predicted response with a fourth-order
ARX model are in excellent agreement, as shown in Fig.
10. The observed increased insertion loss at higher frequencies is attributed to the variation of the conductivity
of gold with frequency.
Figure 11(a) shows the autocorrelation values of the
ARX modeling residual 兺 k ⑀ 关 k 兴 ⑀ 关 k ⫺ x 兴 , where x is a
time shift between two points of the ARX residual sequence and Fig. 11(b) shows the cross correlation
兺 k ⑀ 关 k 兴 u 关 k ⫺ x 兴 between the modeling residual and the
input signal for different time shifts k. Ideally, the autocorrelation should be zero for delays different from zero
(white noise), and there should be no cross correlation between the residual and the input, since any correlation
would indicate that part of the residual could be predicted
from the input. Since the autocorrelation of the residuals is small, the assumption of whiteness in the noise can
be assumed to be valid. If colored noise were present, an
autoregressive with moving average and exogenous input
(ARMAX) model might provide a better description of the
data.
Results for the micromachined waveguides after assuming that all the excitation energy is contained in three
propagating modes are shown in Fig. 12(a). The insertion loss for one, two, and three waveguide lengths of micromachined waveguides is calculated after a 5 g -long
waveguide piece is used to record a background interferogram and 6 g , 7 g , and 8 g waveguide lengths as
samples. The conﬁdence levels (one sigma) of the identiﬁcation procedure are also shown [Fig. 12(b)].
The pole-zero charts in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 provide
more details of the results obtained by the ARX model for
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Fig. 9. (a) Calculated transmission coefﬁcient of a unit-length
and a two-unit-length waveguide for the backshort and (b) conﬁdence levels (one sigma) of the identiﬁcation procedure.
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dence locus of the poles. This was to be expected, since it
is easier to estimate poles than zeros, as the former are
associated with the exponential decay and frequency of
oscillation of the modes, whereas the zeros are associated
with the weights of each mode, which are intuitively more
difﬁcult to obtain. In addition, if more modes were assumed in the model, the radii of the conﬁdence zones of
the poles and zeros would increase, since the number of
unknowns would be larger, for the same number of observations. The inset in Fig. 13 shows that the conﬁdence
levels in the model decrease signiﬁcantly when the model
is overparametrized. Since the autocorrelation function
of the residual is within the one standard error bounds, it
can be concluded that the model is appropriate to describe
the data set.
Figure 14 shows a pole-zero chart depicting the three
propagating modes described by the ARX model inside an
antenna-coupled reduced-height waveguide when a waveguide length of 5 g is used as a background and a waveguide length of 6 g is used as a sample. Results after ratioing the 8 g to the 6 g waveguide lengths are also
shown, as well as the one sigma conﬁdence limits of the
model. The symmetry around the horizontal axis is because the poles and zeros appear as conjugate pairs. It is
worth noting that the poles are similar in both cases, but

Fig. 10. Measured (thin curve) time-domain response for the
d 3 /d 2 case and predicted (thick curve) response with a fourthorder model.

Fig. 12. (a) Calculated transmission coefﬁcient of a waveguide
of unit length of reduced height and (b) conﬁdence levels (one
sigma around the d 5 /d 6 curve) of the identiﬁcation procedure.

Fig. 11. Residual statistics for the d 3 /d 2 case, with a fourthorder model. The autocorrelation values (a) of the modeling residual ⑀ 关 k 兴 and (b) the cross correlation between the modeling residual and the input signal. The dashed curves are the bounds
of the region in which the residual statistics should be with a
68% conﬁdence level (one sigma) for a conveniently chosen model
structure.

the backshort and micromachined waveguide cases, respectively. The horizontal and vertical axes represent
the respective real and imaginary parts of the poles and
zeros in the complex plane. The dashed isoclines provide
values of natural frequencies  n and damping ratios  for
the propagating modes. The isoclines are obtained from
z ⫽ exp关 T s 共 ⫺ n ⫾ j  n 冑共 1 ⫺  2 兲兴 ,

(13)

where 0 ⭐  ⭐ 1,  n ⭓ 0 by ﬁxing  and varying  n or by
ﬁxing  n and varying . It is worth noting that the conﬁdence locus of the zeros is much larger than the conﬁ-

Fig. 13. Pole-zero diagram for the d 3 /d 2 backshort case, with a
fourth-order model. The over-parameterized sixth-order model
in the inset is also shown for illustrative purposes.
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At each frequency , the energy of a wave traveling in
the waveguide is attenuated by a factor 兩 H( j  ) 兩 when it
passes twice through a waveguide section of unit length.
Hence after traveling a distance d, the energy will have
decayed by a factor 兩 H( j  ) 兩 d/2 ⫽ exp关log(兩 H( j  ) 兩 d/2)兴
⫽ exp关⫺0.5d log(兩 H( j  ) 兩 ⫺1 )兴 . Thus the magnitude of
the propagation constant at frequency  is seen to be
equal to 关 log(兩 H( j  ) 兩 ⫺1 )兴 /4. An effective propagation
constant for the multimode propagation can therefore be
calculated as shown in Fig. 15. The weights of the modes
assumed to be propagating in the structure calculated
from the ARX model are shown in Table 1. The magnitude of the propagation constant for each mode could be
inferred from each partial fraction in Eq. (6).
Fig. 14. Pole-zero chart of three propagating modes in an
antenna-coupled reduced-height waveguide when a waveguide
length of 5 g is used as a background and a waveguide length of
6 g is used as a sample (the limits of the 68% conﬁdence loci for
the zeros are represented as ellipses in a thick curve). Results
after ratioing the 8 g to the 6 g waveguide lengths are also
shown (in this case the conﬁdence loci for the zeros are represented as ellipses in a thin curve).

Fig. 15. Calculation of the effective (multimoded) magnitude of
the propagation constant for a micromachined waveguide of unit
length  g .

Table 1. Mode Characteristics Calculated with
the ARX Model for the d 5 Õd 6 Data Seta
Mode

Poles

兩w兩%

f

c1

c2

1
2
3

0.9682; 0.9613
0.5114 ⫾ 0.6539j
⫺ 0.3235 ⫾ 0.7585j

74.91
6.94
18.15

⫺0.998
1.923
0.069

⫺2.073
⫺1.484
0.951

1.074
1.451
1.471

a
Coefﬁcients relate to Eq. (6), and mode weights are expressed as percentages of excitation.

the same is not true for the zeros. In fact, some of the
zeros are outside the unit circle, which is the stability
boundary in the z domain. This would imply that the
corresponding mode may initially oscillate in the opposite
direction of the excitation pulse (‘‘undershoot’’). However, it is possible that those zeros ended up outside the
unit circle due to numerical artifacts. In fact, since their
uncertainty region is large, their actual position could
well be inside the circle.

6. CONCLUSIONS
A quasi-optical de-embedding technique for characterizing micromachined waveguides with cut-on frequencies
⬎100 GHz is demonstrated with wideband time-resolved
terahertz spectroscopy. A transfer-function representation is adopted for the description of the relation between
the signals in the input and output ports of the
waveguides. The time-domain responses were discretized, and the waveguide transfer function was obtained through a parametric approach in the z domain after describing the system with an ARX model. Before the
identiﬁcation procedure, ﬁltering was performed in the
wavelet domain to minimize signal distortion and the
noise propagating in the ARX model. The model identiﬁcation procedure requires isolating the phase delay in
the structure, and therefore the time-domain signatures
must be ﬁrst aligned with respect to each other before
they are compared. The model also requires an a priori
assumption of the number of modes propagating in the
structure. An initial estimate on the number of modes
propagating in the structure was provided by comparing
the measured phase delay in the structure with theoretical calculations that take into account the physical dimensions of the waveguide. Parsimony arguments were
also used to minimize the risk of overﬁtting the model parameters. Overparametrized models can be easily identiﬁed in a pole-zero diagram, as the one sigma conﬁdence
level for such models increases signiﬁcantly. The direct
relation between the complex insertion loss function commonly measured in THz spectroscopy and the polynomial
representation of the ARX model were explicitly shown.
The modeling procedure was also described within the
framework of ﬁltering. The advantages of exciting the
structure with a spectrally rich source (a femtosecond
pulse) were discussed within the framework of the identiﬁcation procedure. Measurements for a precision WR-8
waveguide adjustable short as well as for G-band
reduced-height micromachined waveguides are presented.

APPENDIX A: TREATMENT OF MULTIPLE
REFLECTIONS
Any signiﬁcant impedance mismatch in the antenna/
waveguide structure should result in multiple-reﬂection
signatures that would appear separated in the time domain by distances 4n̄d as shown in Fig. 16:
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APPENDIX B: ANALOGY BETWEEN AN
AUTOREGRESSIVE WITH EXOGENOUS
INPUT MODEL AND A DISPERSIVE
FOURIER-TRANSFORM SPECTROMETER
With reference to Eq. (5), dropping the z ⫺k term and factorizing the denominator,
n⫹m

H共 z 兲 ⫽

兺

i⫽1

Fig. 16. Multiple reﬂections due to impedance mismatch between air–antenna and antenna–waveguide interfaces.

S 0 共 j  兲 ⫽ P 共 j  兲 R 12共 j  兲 ,
S 1 共 j  兲 ⫽ P 共 j  兲 T 122 共 j  兲 R 23共 j  兲 ,
S 2 共 j  兲 ⫽ P 共 j  兲 T 122 共 j  兲 R 232 共 j  兲 R 12共 j  兲 ,

(A1)

S 3 共 j  兲 ⫽ P 共 j  兲 T 12 共 j  兲 T 23 共 j  兲 H 共 j  兲 ,
2

2
2

S 1共 j  兲

S 2共 j  兲

n⫹m

⫽

2

,

S 3共 j  兲

,

S 1共 j  兲

S 2共 j  兲

n⫹m

H共 j 兲 ⫽

兺

wi

i⫽1

A⫽

i⫽1

2

␣i

␤i

(B1)

1 ⫹ f i exp共 ⫺j  T s 兲
1 ⫹ c i1 exp共 ⫺j  T s 兲 ⫹ c i2 exp共 ⫺2j  T s 兲

⫽

兺

共 ␣ i ⫹ j ␤ i 兲 ⫽ A exp共 j  兲 ,

(B2)

i⫽1

S 3共 j  兲

it follows that

,

(B3)

2

,

(B4)

i⫽1

冉兺 冒兺 冊
m⫹n

m⫹n

␤i

i⫽1

␤i ⫽ wi

m⫹n

⫹

i⫽1

␣i ⫽ wi

wi

关 1 ⫹ c i1 cos共  T s 兲 ⫹ c i2 cos共 2  T s 兲兴 ⫺ j 关 c i1 sin共  T s 兲 ⫹ c i2 sin共 2  T s 兲兴

冑冉 兺 冊 冉 兺 冊

 ⫽ a tan

兺

关 1 ⫹ f i cos共  T s 兲兴 ⫺ jf i sin共  T s 兲

m⫹n

,

n⫹m

S 4共 j  兲

,

共 1 ⫺ p i1 z ⫺1 兲共 1 ⫺ p i2 z ⫺1 兲

H 共 z 兲 兩 z⫽exp共 j  T s 兲

After estimating H( j  ) by inserting different waveguide
lengths, the fractions
S 0共 j  兲

1 ⫹ f i z ⫺1

where 兵 p i1 , p i2 其 , i ⫽ 1 ... n a /2, are the roots (the poles of
the transfer function) of D(z). Let ⌳ i (z) ⫽ H(z)(1
⫺1
),
⫺ p i1 z ⫺1 )(1 ⫺ p i2 z ⫺1 ); then ⌳ i ( p i1 ) ⫽ w i (1 ⫹ f i p i1
since all other terms vanish if there are no multiple poles.
⫺1
Similarly, ⌳ i ( p i2 ) ⫽ w i (1 ⫹ f i p i2
), and therefore a system of two equations with two unknowns (w i and f i ) can
be solved. Setting

S 4 共 j  兲 ⫽ P 共 j  兲 T 12 共 j  兲 T 23 共 j  兲 R 23共 j  兲 H 共 j  兲 .
2

wi

␣i ,

(B5)

i⫽1

关 1 ⫹ f i cos共  T s 兲兴关 1 ⫹ c i1 cos共  T s 兲 ⫹ c i2 cos共 2  T s 兲兴 ⫹ f i sin共  T s 兲关 c i1 sin共  T s 兲 ⫹ c i2 sin共 2  T s 兲兴
关 1 ⫹ c i1 cos共  T s 兲 ⫹ c i2 cos共 2  T s 兲兴 2 ⫹ 关 c i1 sin共  T s 兲 ⫹ c i2 sin共 2  T s 兲兴 2
关 1 ⫹ f i cos共  T s 兲兴关 c i1 sin共  T s 兲 ⫹ c i2 sin共 2  T s 兲兴 ⫺ f i sin共  T s 兲关 1 ⫹ c i1 cos共  T s 兲 ⫹ c i2 cos共 2  T s 兲兴
关 1 ⫹ c i1 cos共  T s 兲 ⫹ c i2 cos共 2  T s 兲兴 2 ⫹ 关 c i1 sin共  T s 兲 ⫹ c i2 sin共 2  T s 兲兴 2

,

(B6)

.
(B7)

can be used to calculate R 12( j  ), R 23( j  ), T 12( j  ),
T 23( j  ). These fractions can be obtained by ARX parametric identiﬁcation; that is, instead of ratioing S i⫹1 ( j  )
against S i ( j  ), we are identifying a linear system that
has an output y(t) ⫽ s i⫹1 (t) for an input u(t) ⫽ s i (t).
One can also write
H共 j 兲 ⫽

S 5共 j  兲

1

S 4 共 j  兲 R 23共 j  兲

(A2)

to obtain a new estimate of H( j  ) from the multiplereﬂection signatures S 4 ( j  ) and S 5 ( j  ). If this new estimate is substantially different from the one originally
obtained, the process of estimating R 12( j  ), R 23( j  ),
T 12( j  ), and T 23( j  ) would be repeated.

This formulation of the problem directly relates the ARX
model identiﬁcation procedure to the more familiar equations for the complex insertion loss commonly used in
DFTS.

APPENDIX C: AUTOREGRESSIVE WITH
EXOGENOUS INPUT IDENTIFICATION
PROCEDURE
Let y 关 k 兴 and u 关 k 兴 , 兵 k ⫽ 1 ... N 其 , be the signals measured
for the longer and shorter waveguides, respectively. Let
also

 ⫽ 关 ⫺a 1 ⫺a 2 ¯ ⫺a n a b 1 b 2 ¯ b n b 兴 T

(C1)

(where T signiﬁes the transpose) be the vector of model
coefﬁcients and
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⌽共 N⫺n a 兲 ⫻共 n a ⫹n b 兲 ⫽

冋
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y关 na兴

y关na ⫺ 1兴

¯

y关1兴

u关 na兴

u关na ⫺ 1兴

¯

u关na ⫺ nb ⫹ 1兴

y关na ⫹ 1兴

y关 na兴

¯

y关2兴

u关na ⫹ 1兴

u关 na兴

¯

u关na ⫺ nb ⫹ 2兴

]

]

¯

]

]

]

¯

]

y关N ⫺ 1兴

y关N ⫺ 2兴

¯

y关 N ⫺ na兴

u关N ⫺ 1兴

u关N ⫺ 2兴

¯

u关 N ⫺ nb兴

be the matrix of regressors. It is then possible to write
ŷ ⫽ ⌽, where
ŷ共 N⫺n a 兲 ⫻1 ⫽ 关 ŷ 关 n a ⫹ 1 兴 ŷ 关 n a ⫹ 2 兴 ¯ ŷ 关 N 兴兴 T ,

册

(C2)

nity through the Training and Mobility of Researchers
grant FMRX-CT96-0092. R. K. H. Galvão was supported
by Fundação de Amparo à Pesquisa do Estado de São
Paulo under postdoctorate grant 00/09390-6.

(C3)
where the hat denotes an estimated value. In this manner, a vector of prediction errors can be written as ⑀ ⫽ y
⫺ ⌽, where
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